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Hello!
Introductions

Name, location, and year of principalship

What’s your biggest challenge right now? 
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Today
Goals:

Consider how to react to uncertainty with confidence and skill

Identify ways to connect with student,s staff, and community

Using innovation and opportunity to support your work

Flipping “crisis” into “opportunity” 

Format: 

Interactive

Chat Room

Q and A
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Guiding Thought: 

You were selected for this role

because you are 

strong enough to do it. 



How are you feeling?
New job jitters

Hopeful

Excited

Challenged

Motivated

Opportunity-bound

Enthusiastic

Question: What positive emotions 

are you feeling right now? 
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And/Or…
Uncertain

Insecure

Biding time and waiting for “normal”

Underappreciated

Tired

Overwhelmed

“Is this sustainable?”

What negative emotions are you 

feeling at this time? 
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Consider this:

“Human beings live their lives in time. Our sense of ourselves in the present 

is always in part a function of our remembrance and constant 

reinterpretation of our pasts along with our projection of future possibilities. 

We live for the person we hope to become. We look forward to who we will 

be a month or a year or a decade or more from now... This makes us futural 

creatures.”

Damon Linker, The Week



Finding The Positives
What we gain from leading through hard times



“
The Chinese use two brushstrokes to write the word “crisis.”

One brush stroke stands for danger; the other for opportunity. 

In a crisis, be aware of the danger—but recognize the 

opportunity.

John F. Kennedy
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: 
Responding to Hard Times
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Rebuild
Being brave enough to 

question old ways, lead 

toward new ones, and 

plan for the next 

challenge

React
Identify the crisis, mobilize, 

respond

Recover
Think, plan, and 

implement a recovery
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Step #1: React
‐ Pausing to listen

‐ Refusing to panic

‐ Prioritizing immediately

‐ Communicating your 

uncertainty... with confidence

‐ Don’t worry about judgment…

...Because you can’t stop it. 
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Reacting Immediately 
The power of words

“Okay.”

“I hear you.” 

“I see you.” 

“Help me understand.”

“I think we have time.” 
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Reacting Through Actions
Considerations

‐ Visibility vs. Availability

‐ Reaction vs. Proaction

‐ Support vs. Empowerment

‐ Impulsivity vs. Quick Thinking

‐ Listening is an action

‐ Micromanagement vs. 

Organization
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Reacting to hard times
‐ What is your role? What do you want it to be?

‐ Evaluating your vision and purpose

‐ Looking around: Who do you see?

‐ Management team members

‐ Teachers 

‐ Students

‐ Parents

‐ Community
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What Baggage do you Hold?
‐ “I will never under-communicate.” 

‐ “I will make sure people stick to the rules.” 

‐ “I will be available to my people when they need me.” 

‐ “I will not let negativity overtake me.” 

‐ “I will do it differently.” 

‐ What promises did you make to yourself? Let’s see if 

someone else made the same—or opposite—

promise.
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A few Considerations
‐ Consider: Everything will be 

forwarded

‐ Consider: You’ll never please 

them all

‐ The exhaustion of 

relentless evaluation

‐ Consider: Who can be your 

balance?

‐ Consider: Who can you call?

‐ Principal PD that works
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Step #2:   Recover
‐ “Okay. Here’s what we’re going to do.” 

‐ Making a plan

‐ Communicating thoroughly 

‐ What are the best ways to reach your school and 

community?

‐ Identifying old, stale, ineffective patterns and routines

‐ Embracing the opportunity for your school to evolve
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Recovering, continued
‐ Purpose, priorities, and patterns

‐ Relying on expertise of staff, 

students, and parents

‐ Monitoring and responding to 

changing needs 

‐ Ongoing conversation

‐ Check-ins, questions, and 

surveys

‐ Seeing opportunities
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Recovering THrough Relationships
‐ Consider staff, students, and 

parents

‐ Are a select few taking all 

the air out of your tires?

‐ “Toxic positivity”

‐ Put your energy in the 

fixable three, not the 

unfixable one

‐ Building your tribe 
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Step #3:   ReBuild
‐ Instruction

‐ Operations

‐ Professionalism

‐ Connecting with others

‐ Avoiding the “suffering 

contest” 

‐ 1 problem = 2 solutions
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ReBuild with
Instructional leadership

‐ Does instruction in your school 

match today’s world?

‐ What outdated practices are 

getting in your way?

‐ What inequity do you see, and 

what what actionable steps can 

come out of this? 

In the chat, write one thing you’d like 

to see changed (instructionally)
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Evolution of Instruction
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Packets 

Busywork

Homework

Discipline by Removal

Archaic Resources

Closed Classroom Doors

Blended Learning 

Flipgrid

Screencastify

Motivation by Engagement

LMS

Personal Devices

Global connections



Rebuilding using Teacher Leaders
‐ Staff leadership: Who do you 

have?

‐ Who’s hiding?  Who’s hogging?

‐ What issues are important for your 

school?

‐ Committees and leadership 

responsibilities

‐ Feedback and response
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Rebuilding and Optimizing Operations

‐ Goal: Maximize student growth

‐ Many schools are buried in archaic operations. 

What’s your “zone of control”?

‐ Identify yours 

‐ What are barriers to updating? 

‐ Money

‐ Fear

‐ Staff with entrenched habits

‐ Lack of knowledge

‐ Right. Now. Is. The. Time. For. Change.
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COVID As An Opportunity
‐ Letting go of plans

‐ Honor your people

‐ Communicate well

‐ Remembering what you’re paid to do

‐ Embracing evolution and shifting priorities

‐ Avoiding micromanagement

‐ Remembering to look for opportunities

‐ “We can’t mess it up. It’s not been done before.” 

‐ Just today. Just do today.
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Maintain balance
‐ Questions you might be asking: 

‐ “Is a 12-hour day normal?”

‐ “How long can I sustain this?”

‐ “Is this what I wanted?”

‐ Activity: Let’s take a moment to 

think, reflect, and dream: What 

fills you up? 
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Relax/Rediscover/Revive
‐ Why leaders lead

‐ The concept of equanimity

‐ Finding your own 

methodology

‐ Confidence in self and 

system
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Now More Than Ever
…You are needed… 

…For identity and safety…
…For guidance and inspiration…

…To continue a mission…
…To find joy in the journey…

And now, really more than ever, our families and students rely on 

leaders to be decision makers and motivators.



Preparedness Tasks

Develop plans for connectivity and 

communication

Relying on your team

Taking advantage of this opportunity

Be a force for change
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Resources for Principals
EIght ideas and strategies 

to revitalize and reboot 

your work’

Strategies and solutions 

to survive the first year

Find me on Twitter 

@jenschwanke 

jenschwanke@gmail.com

mailto:jenschwanke@gmail.com
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Other Resources
Podcasts

Principal Matters (principalmatters.com or iTunes)

Books

Pause. Breathe. Flourish: Living your Best Life as an Educator by 

William Parker

Stamped by Jason Reynolds (Audiobook is great!)

Newsletters

EdWeek Teacher (staying connected to the teacher experience)

https://www.amazon.com/Pause-Breathe-Flourish-Living-Educator/dp/1734890843/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=william+parker+book&qid=1603388697&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Stamped-Antiracism-National-Award-winning-Beginning/dp/0316453692
https://www.edweek.org/tm/index.html


Resource: Doing A Self-Inventory
Revisit your “why”

Institutional responsibility

Instinct to lead change

Hard times need leaders

Find Peace

It all gets done

Balancing

Finding other things

Equanimity

Seek Solutions

Start something new

Change something bad

Immerse in teaching
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Update

Refresh your workspace

Be brave

Become a leading mastermind

Revive Positivity

Infiltrate

Model

Foster

Embrace Eyeores

Lead, Lead, Lead

Build your legacy

Carry and give 
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Questions?
Website: www.jenschwanke.com

Twitter @jenschwanke

jenschwanke@gmail.com

http://www.jenschwanke.com
mailto:jenschwanke@gmail.com

